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Symmetric Anderson impurity model with a narrow band
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The single-channel Anderson impurity model is a standard model for the description of magnetic impurities
in metallic systems. Usually, the bandwidth represents the largest energy scale of the problem. In this paper, we
analyze the limit of anarrow band, which is relevant for the Mott-Hubbard transition in infinite dimensions.
For the symmetric model we discuss two different effects.~i! The impurity contribution to the density of states
at the Fermi surface always turns out to be negative in such systems. This leads to a new crossover in the
thermodynamic quantities that we investigate using the numerical renormalization group.~ii ! Using the Lanc-
zos method, we calculate the impurity spectral function and demonstrate the breakdown of the skeleton
expansion on an intermediate energy scale. Luttinger’s theorem, as an example of the local Fermi liquid
property of the model, is shown to still be valid.@S0163-1829~99!50420-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The single-channel Anderson impurity model1 is com-
monly used to describe the physics of a magnetic impurity
a conducting host and exhibits different types of behav
such as mixed valency and the Kondo effect. Usually,
case of a flat band is of interest, where the conduction e
tron bandwidth represents the largest energy scale in
problem. For this particular case, the model has been so
using the Bethe ansatz,2 which enables one to calculate sta
properties, e.g., the impurity susceptibility and the spec
heat. A numerical solution of the problem has been given
Krishna-Murthyet al.3

In the context of the Hubbard model in high dimension4

~‘‘dynamical mean field theory’’!, the physics of the corre
lated lattice system is described by a single Anderson im
rity interacting with a bath whose properties are determin
in a self-consistent way.5 The bath is characterized by a h
bridization strength of the order of the bandwidth and a n
constant density of states. For this case, no exact results
and one either has to rely on analytical approximatio
~which are, however, not available in the whole parame
space! or numerical means.

In this paper, we numerically solve the Anderson impur
model in the extreme limit, where the bandwidth is mu
smaller than the hybridization~narrow-bandsystems!. In the
context of the Mott-Hubbard transition in high dimension
such models are self-consistently generated in one pos
transition scenario.6 By analyzing the narrow-band limi
~without the additional complications caused by thed→`
self-consistency condition!, we will establish two character
istic features of Anderson impurity models that to some
tent will also hold for intermediate situations.~i! The impu-
rity density of statesrd(v) and the change in the density o
states of the total system due to the impurityDr~v! show a
very different behavior, since the conduction electrons re
to the presence of the impurity. This is in contrast to t
flat-band case whererd(v)5Dr(v) always. It leads to an
interesting crossover in the thermodynamic impurity prop
ties of the system when the interaction is turned on.~ii ! The
skeleton expansion, which plays an important role in de
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~20!/12732~4!/$15.00
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ing properties of the interacting system, breaks down on
termediate energy scales. This has important implications
the Mott-Hubbard transition ind5`, as will be explained
below.

II. DENSITY OF STATES

The Hamiltonian of the symmetric model is given by

H5(
k,m

ekckm
† ckm1(

k,m
~Vkdckm

† dm1Vkd* dm
† ckm!

1US d↑
†d↑2

1

2D S d↓
†d↓2

1

2D , ~1!

with ck the conduction electrons andd the impurity orbital.
In the following, we will restrict ourselves to scalark8s,
implying—if necessary—a reduction tos waves in the con-
duction band. The impurity density of states~DOS! is de-
fined by

rd~v!52
1

p
Im Gdd~v1!, ~2!

whereGdd is the retarded zero-temperature Green’s funct
of the impurity orbital. On the other hand, the total change
the density of states due to the introduction of the impur
into the conduction band is given by

Dr~v!52
1

p
ImH(

k
Gkk~v1!1Gdd~v1!J

1
1

p
Im (

k
Gkk

(0)~v1!, ~3!

whereG(0) refers to the Green’s function of the conductio
electrons without the impurity. Using the equations of m
tion for Gkk8 andGdk , one finds

Dr~v!52
1

p
ImH Gdd~v1!S 12

]

]v (
k

Vk
2

v12ek
D J .

~4!
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Therefore, the total change in the DOS can be expressed
function of the impurity Green’s function. We introduce th
notation

(
k

Vk
2

v12ek
5L~v!2 iD~v!, ~5!

whereD~v! is the hybridization function and the real part
given by the principal value integralL(v)5P*(de/
p)$@D(e)#/(v2e)%. Now we can expressDr~v! in terms of
the impurity density of states and write

Dr~v!5rd~v!S 12
]L

]v D2
]D

]v
PE de

p

rd~e!

v2e
. ~6!

We define thenarrow-bandlimit by the property

]L~v!

]v U
v5eF

@1, ~7!

leading to a negative coefficient multiplying the first term
Eq. ~6! at the Fermi energy.

We will study one exemplary realization of anarrow-
band system with a constant hybridization functionD(v)
5D and conduction-band energies extending from2D to D
~we seteF50 in the following!. This leads to

]L~v!

]v U
v50

5
2D

pD
~8!

and hence thenarrow-bandlimit is defined byD@D. How-
ever, the main conclusions in the following analysis ho
equally for other realizations of narrow-band systems~7! as
well, in particular, even for systems without band edges
all.

We notice that for our model the second term of Eq.~6!
vanishes inside the conduction band. Luttinger’s theorem7,8

for the symmetric Anderson model, which we will late
verify numerically for the narrow-band case as well, ensu
the ‘‘pinning’’ of the impurity spectral function at the Ferm
energy at its noninteracting value

rd~0!5
1

pD
. ~9!

Therefore, the first term in Eq.~6! gives a negative contribu
tion,

Dr~0!5
1

pD S 12
2D

pD D , ~10!

at the Fermi energy. In the following, we discuss the re
tionship ofDr~v! to thermodynamic properties of the mode

III. CALCULATION OF THE IMPURITY
SUSCEPTIBILITY

In noninteracting fermionic models, the total density
states at the Fermi energy determines thermodynamic p
erties such as the static susceptibilityx. Introducing an im-
purity into the system induces a change inx proportional to
Dr~0!. For the narrow-band Anderson systems analy
here, one therefore expects a negative impurity contribu
s a

t

s

-

f
p-

d
n

to the susceptibility. This is obviously true forU50, where
one obtains the usual Pauli susceptibility in dimensionl
units (mB5\5g51):

x imp5
Dr~0!

2
5

1

2pD S 12
2D

pD D . ~11!

In order to determine whether this also holds for the int
acting case, we have calculatedx using the numerical renor
malization group method with discretization parameterL
52 following Krishna-Murthyet al.3 At high temperatures,
complete diagonalization of the logarithmically discretiz
five-site model yields essentially exact results~continuous
lines!, as no low-energy information is needed in that ca
The results for fixed hybridizationD510 and half bandwidth
D51 are shown in Fig. 1. At largeT, the almost free orbital
leads tox imp51/8T. Upon lowering the temperature, we fin
a characteristic dependence on the value of the interac
For U&2D we see a crossover to a negativex imp , which is
due to the loss of spectral weight at low frequencies a
consequence of hybridization. After a characteristic mi
mum at finite temperature, the susceptibility saturates a
negative value asT→0. For U*2D, we recover the usua
positive x imp , which is strongly enhanced at largeU/D by
the Kondo effect, defining a new exponentially small ener
scaleTK .

In spite of these different types of behavior~depending on
the interaction strength!, the impurity contribution to the
density of states at the Fermi energy is negative~10! for any
U. We therefore conclude that only in the weakly interacti
case,Dr(eF) yields the thermodynamic properties of th
model. In the strong-coupling regime, the susceptibility e
hancement is determined by the many-body resonanc
rd(v) which—similarly to the wide-band case—has to
interpreted as a quasiparticle peak with a large effec
mass. The low-temperature behavior of the system for str
correlations is governed by many-particle excitations that
not contained inDr~v! and, in fact, completely predominat
over the reduction in the single-particle DOSDr(eF),0.

FIG. 1. Impurity susceptibility vs logarithmic temperature
hybridizationD510 and half bandwidthD51 for different inter-
actionsU.
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IV. SPECTRAL DENSITY AND SKELETON EXPANSION

Next, we discuss the spectral density of narrow-ba
Anderson systems. We calculate the impurity orbital Gree
function at zero temperature using the Lanczos method
implemented by Krauth.5 We fix the values of the interactio
U and the hybridizationD and then successively reduce t
bandwidth, thus taking the limitD→0. For each set of pa
rameters we calculate the spectral functionrd , using an
Anderson star with 1111 sites. For not too largeU/D the
spectral density is found to be only weakly dependent on
number of sites.

In the limit of small bandwidth at any finite value of th
ratio U/D, we find a three-peak structure consisting of t
atomic levels atv56U/2 containing almost the full spectra
weight and a central quasiparticle peak of width;D. Apart
from numerical broadening effects, there is no spec
weight between the peaks. This gives rise to resonance
the imaginary part of the self-energy, which can be seen
the following way:9,10 As a consequence of Dyson’s equ
tion, for values ofv inside the gap~where spectral function
and hybridization vanish! the self-energyS(v1)5K(v)
2 iJ(v) is given by

S~v1!5v2L~v!2
1

G~v!2 i01 , ~12!

where we have definedG(v)[P*de$@rd(e)#/(v2e)%. The
imaginary part of the self-energy therefore has the form

J~v!5pd@G~v!#. ~13!

For the spectral density found here,G~v! has zeros at ener
giese;6AD and this leads tod functions inJ(v) inside the
gap as shown above.

As argued previously,9 these resonances are incompatib
with the skeleton expansion, i.e., the self-consistent per
bation theory inU. Within this expansion, the full propaga
tor Gdd(v) is inserted into every diagram contributing
J(v). As Gdd(v) possesses spectral weight only on t
small energy scaleD!AD, there is no possibility of gener
ating the resonances at6AD. We therefore conclude that i
our model, already at small but finite bandwidthD the skel-
eton expansion breaks down at energies of the orderAD
~strictly speaking;ADD, but note that here we have chos
D51 dimensionless!.

As a measure of the convergence of the expansion
lower energies, we take the Fermi liquid properties of
Anderson model, especially the pinning of the density
states at its noninteracting value~9!. This is equivalent to the
vanishing of the imaginary part of the self-energy at t
Fermi level. This property has been proven for a gene
class of systems by Luttinger7 using the skeleton expansio
to all orders. A proof for the~flat-band! Anderson model
within unrenormalized perturbation theory was given
Yamada.11 In order to verify the pinning, we focus on th
central peak ofrd and compare different, not too strong in
teractions at constant broadening. The pinning ofrd(0) in
the limit D→0 is evident from Fig. 2. At even larger inte
actions~not shown here!, a narrow Kondo resonance deve
ops inside the band, which cannot be resolved well o
d
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small cluster. From the above, though, we do not exp
deviations from Luttinger’s theorem for any interaction.

As can also be seen in Fig. 2, the ‘‘quasiparticle’’ res
nance inrd(v) has an internal structure itself~including
bound states outside the band for smallU/D!. In the limit
D→0 this can be described by a scaling function

rd~v!5 f ~v/D !, ~14!

where f is independent ofD. The d peaks in Fig, 2, domi-
nant at smallU, can be understood by approximating th
Hamiltonian as a ‘‘zero bandwidth’’ Anderson model,12

where the impurity couples to one single orbital and the
bridization is given by ad function carrying the integrated
weight *deD(e). The effect of the continuous hybridizatio
band is to generate spectral density close tov50 and to
create sidebands also visible in Fig. 2. For larger values oU
the weight of the bound states decreases~from the zero band-
width model we expect a decrease;1/U2! and they numeri-
cally merge with the continuum at smallv.

For other hybridization functions in the narrow-band lim
~7!, the main conclusions of the above analysis remain un
fected. A detailed numerical study is, however, difficult d
to the limited number of orbitals that can be taken into a
count using exact diagonalization. For example, in a ‘‘n
row’’ band with band tails extending to6` but
(]L/]v)uv50@1, the bound states forU50 become sharp
resonances. Likewise, the imaginary part of the self-ene
then contains sharp resonances at6O(AD) instead ofd
functions. Still, the resonances contain the same spe
weight as thesed functions and the breakdown of the ske
eton expansion occurs in the same manner.9

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have studied the Anderson impur
model in the narrow-band limit~7! using numerical methods
We have found two features that do not apply to the us
wide-band limit.~i! One observes a crossover in the impur
contribution to the susceptibility: for small interactions, th
impurity reduces the total susceptibility; for large intera

FIG. 2. Central peak in the impurity density of states for diffe
ent interactionsU50.2 and 4.0~inset!, hybridizationD51.0, and
bandwidthD51024. We have used a Lorentzian broadening ofb
51.531025 at the quasiparticle resonance andb5531028 for the
poles at higher frequencies. The atomic levels at6U/2 carrying
most of the spectral weight are not shown. At the Fermi ed
prd(0)51.0060.02 for both values ofU.
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tions the impurity increases it. In fact, the same behavio
also found for the specific heat, although this has not b
discussed explicitly here. This crossover is in contrast to
observation that the impurity contribution to the total dens
of states at the Fermi level isalwaysnegative. This quantity
does, therefore, not determine the thermodynamic prope
of the system at large interactions.~ii ! Holding U and D
fixed, the skeleton expansion breaks down for sufficien
small~but still finite! bandwidthD. The breakdown occurs a
energies of orderAD and larger, while for smaller energie
no problems can be found. This shows that this spec
breakdown of the skeleton expansion is a generic featur
narrow-band Anderson impurity systems.13 On the other
hand, the skeleton expansion is an essential tool for deriv
the locality of the self-energy in the dynamical mean fie
theory in the Fermi liquid phase.4,14 Its convergence also
provides a sufficient condition for the analytic continuati
to the noninteracting Hubbard model. At present,
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y

c
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question of the correct description of the Mott-Hubbard tr
sition in large dimensions is in debate:9,15,16 While NRG
simulations17,18 at T50 seem to indicate a ‘‘preforme
gap,’’ no coexistence between metallic and insulating so
tions is found in finite-temperature quantum Monte Ca
calculations.19 In any case, the analysis presented ab
shows that for the preformed gap scenario@which naturally
leads to an effective action governed by a narrow-band
tem in the sense of Eq.~7!#, one has to address the questi
of whether such systems can be related to the original H
bard model in large dimensions.
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